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SUN SEAL ULTIMATE VEHICLE 
SURFACE PROTECTANT
One of the highest quality surface protectants in our industry.  
Provides a shine that appears hand-waxed. 
Great add-on to any top-dollar wash.  
High quality, low cost.

Happy Customer = REPEAT Customer

SUN SEAL SUPER FOAM
One of Sun Seal’s most important products – THE foaming 
lubricant for tunnel and self-serve brushes. This is a  
highly-concentrated product that is cost-effective.

Available in a variety of scents and colors, customizable for 
your wash.

SUN SEAL HIGH PH PRESOAK
Sun Seal’s High pH PreSoak is a highly-concentrated alkaline 
detergent and the most important part of the wash process. 
High pH PreSoak has a great foam application and  
undeniable cleaning power.

Available in a variety of scents and colors, customizable for 
your wash.



SUN SEAL LO PH CONDITIONER
Sun Seal’s low pH Conditioner clears off any road film left 
behind and cleans glass, creating a crystal-clear window for 
spectacular visibility, as well as a cleaner, drier vehicle.

Available in a variety of scents and colors, customizable for 
your wash.

SUN SEAL 2 STEP PRESOAK
Sun Seal’s low pH PreSoak aids in the removal of tough road 
dirt from all surfaces, including cleaning windshield masks 
AND brightening chrome.

Scent: Fresh and Clean

SUN SEAL SUPER SEALER
There are many steps to a clean vehicle. Sun Seal Ultimate 
Car Care Protection™ is aware that a clean car goes hand-in-
hand with a dry car. Sun Seal’s SUPER SEALER seals in the 
clean, while giving the ultimate shine and a more thorough 
dry.

Available in a variety of scents



SUN SEAL WHEEL CLEANER
Owning car washes for many years has provided Sun Seal  
the understanding that a dirty wheel creates an unhappy  
customer, and the realization that clean wheels are a  
necessity. Our newly created Wheel Cleaner formula  
eliminates the problem of dirty wheels.

 

SUN SEAL WHEEL BRIGHT
Sun Seal’s Wheel Brightener is one of a tunnel operator’s 
best friends. Not only have you taken all the grime and brake 
dust off the wheels, you can now have an unforgettable 
shine. Our Wheel Brightener will show your customer that 
you offer that ‘extra something’ to ensure brighter wheels!

SUN SEAL TIRE SHINE
Sun Seal’s high gloss silicone tire dressing gives the  
consumer a long lasting, show quality shine.


